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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3009 - 3010

In particular, the kingdom of the War Bear Kingdom, which takes the initiative to face
everything, does not find a cover, and does not hide, has almost the greatest opportunity.

The number of “gods” appearing is also the highest.

This situation also happened in Daxia, and the neighboring East Island and Star Country
also benefited the same.

Senseless!

The Great Summer Alliance and the Galactic Guardian Alliance are all dumbfounded.

They all hid and missed a great opportunity?

Originally thought they were the safest after this catastrophe came.

In the end, who would have thought that this was the case?

The catastrophe has become a great opportunity!

Not only are all human beings dead, but after being baptized with spiritual energy, one by
one becomes strong.

“Gods” even appeared!

It is unimaginably stronger than the laboratory of the gods before the catastrophe came!

Before, Daxia and War Eagle Nation were the top existences in the world.

However, the pattern changed drastically after this “catastrophe”.
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All countries and forces have become stronger.

The collective has become stronger!

Not a little bit strong!

Da Xia is as strong as a top powerhouse like Tiance Shenshuai, and now, if it is thrown into
this group of countries, it will only be unremarkable!

The aura in the super spirit veins is too tyrannical, after radiating the human body, it is
directly transformed into a strong one, surpassing Tiance Shenshuai casually!

Not to mention the existence of “gods”.

In front of them, the god of Tiance was like an ant.

Let me put it this way.

If Leviathan appeared again now, this group of people would shout up and tear them all up
with bare hands, effortlessly!

“God” level!

Maybe the aura on his body was radiating casually, and it shattered all Leviathan.

Or take a casual look, there is a terrible light in the eyes that shatters everything.

The super spiritual vein exploded, causing the spiritual energy to recover, and everything
was radiated!

Especially those who have been radiated by the beam of light are super powerful, and some
have gained some super talents.

That’s how the “gods” came!

But the current situation is-the powerhouses of the Great Summer Alliance and the Galaxy
Guardian Alliance, not to mention the “gods”.
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Even the most ordinary people cannot be compared!

They have experienced aura radiation and can be called the strongest race in the world!

It is definitely not what the previous Daxia exercises and the technology of the Eagle
Country can make up.

shocked.

Completely dumbfounded.

It was originally the top superpower, but after this “reiki resurrection”, it turned out to be the
countdown.

Not to mention what support is behind the Warhawk Nation. From the perspective of the
current Warhawk Nation’s forces, it is absolutely no match for these countries in the
catastrophe.

Even if the neighboring Lynx Nation, which has been suppressed by the Warhawk Nation
before, rises in one fell swoop, it can rub the Warhawk Nation on the ground.

In any case, these national forces that have escaped the catastrophe are directly counted
down.

Seriously out of touch with the world today.

Let me put it this way.

It is the fierce beasts discovered by the expedition that have undergone radiation mutations,
and people from countries like Lynx can handle them perfectly.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3010

The big deal is to let the “God” level shots.
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However, if Daxia Alliance and Galaxy Guardian Alliance encounter them, they may be really
helpless.

Among human beings, there are strong people who have become “gods”.

Then, among these beasts, there is also a probability of appearing comparable to the “God”
level.

This appeared.

Daxia may be really helpless.

At that time, you can only ask other forces for help from the strong “gods”!

The Eagle Nation does not know what will happen to the people behind it, and the
technology that is currently displayed is definitely not enough to deal with it.

As the powers of each country declared that there was nothing wrong, they announced the
birth of the number of “gods”.

The Great Summer Alliance and the Galaxy Guardian Alliance were directly numb.

No one thought it would be such a result!

They worked so hard, thinking they were superior, thinking that they had done what everyone
couldn’t do.

It was meant to prevent disasters and catastrophes!

As a result, a splash of wealth was blocked.

Senseless.

At a loss.

the other side.
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The brains of God flying in the direction of the South Pole, along the way, they also roughly
understood the changes in the world now.

But coming to the Antarctic region is still different from other places.

This is still shrouded in darkness, forming a natural life forbidden zone.

“I have a strong hunch that Mr. Ye is still alive!”

This is a strong premonition of God’s brain!

If the location of Antarctica is the same as other places, the environment is surprisingly
good.

Anyway, it means that Levi Garrison will not live.

But in this area, the environment is extremely harsh at the moment.

Maybe Levi Garrison is still alive.

After all, this place is the specific location where the super spirit veins erupted.

Therefore, it is normal for darkness to be shrouded, accompanied by strong energy radiation
and abnormal fluctuations.

Everyone knows that the super spirit veins must not have completely burst out, and there
will definitely be leftovers.

Even a little bit of residue will cause the general existence of the forbidden zone of life!

An idea emerged from the mind of God.

Forces such as Daxia and the War Eagle Nation, who did not get the opportunity from the
catastrophe, can actually come to this place to get the opportunity.

“Dididi…”
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At this time, the aircraft had issued an abnormal alarm sound.

After approaching this area, everything will fail.

“Let’s evacuate, this place is so weird!”

Said the driver.

The brain of God insisted: “Go down and take a look! Don’t worry! I will design a few more
defense systems! Make sure we can leave alive!”

After hearing this guarantee, everyone dived into the Antarctic glacier little by little.

This is where the darkness is now.

“Dididi…”
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